
31-05-2015 

We deeply mourn the sad demise of mother of Com.Dipankar 
Chakraborty Circle Organising Secretary who passed away on 
30/05/2015.May her soul rest in peace.We convey our deepest 
condolence to the bereaved family. 

29-05-2015 

CONGRATULATION! modification order regarding date of 
effect of Offtng.JTOs released on 29/05/2015.( date of effect 
04/03/2015) see Medha for order. 

28-05-2015 

CONGRATULATION! Our effort yielded result. CGM/CTD is 
pleased to modify the date of effect of Officiating 
JTOs.He is convinced by our positive argument.We have 
come to know the file has been approved just now.and 
formal order may be released soon. 
Thanks to all concerned in CTD Administration for their co-
operation.Continue to support AIBSNLEA to uphold the 
justified demand of the executives. 

28-05-2015 

CS & ACS  met CGM/CTD at his chamber on 27/05/2015 and 
explained about the financial loss of officiating JTOs due to long gap 
in renewal. CGM accepted our explanation and assured to 
consider.We also reminded him about the PA/PS 67% promotion 
approval.He assured to look into.We hope that our demand will be 
fulfilled.We wished him happy retired life as he is retiring this month. 

28-05-2015 

 FACTS REVEALED ON 60:40 PENSION SHARING THROUGH RTI APPLICATIONS. 

Viewers are aware about the RTI application made by our veteran leader com 

Amit kumar Gupta on 60:40 pension sharing issue which revealed the cabinet 



approval of this 60:40 pension sharing with BSNL (Uploaded in this site on 10-02-

15). Further Com Gupta made a 2nd RTI asking several questions and copies of 

the note sheets of the relevant file. DOT has replied most of the questions and 

also supplied 10 pages of note sheets of the relevant file. All the documents are 

being uploaded now for information of everyone. It is now revealed from the note 

sheets, that while processing the cabinet memo dated 29-12-2010, mention of the 

DOT letter dated 5-1-2009 was there including the brief content that if BSNL is 

unable to pay then Govt. will still pay the pension, in the draft cabinet note (page 

60/N) which was subsequently removed from the final draft cabinet note (page 

79/N). The reason of the removal is still unknown as DOT has not furnished the in 

between note sheets from 63/N to 76/N although they are also relevant to the RTI 

question no 7. 

  

As understood presently DOT is granting only a relaxation on 60:40 pension 

sharing with BSNL, in the present cabinet note under process for 78.2% IDA 

fixation for pensioners, and not removing the clause permanently. However we 

have to be careful and wait for the final order on 78.2%. Further DOT has admitted 

that they have not consulted BSNL while processing the cabinet Memo dated 29-

12-2010. Pl Read the documents. (1)((compiled questions and replies))<<<Click 

here for letter>>>> (2)(( note sheets))<<<Click here for letter>>>>  (3)(( RTI application 

and replies 1))<<<Click here for letter>>>>  (4)(( Replies 2 ))<<<Click here for 

letter>>>> 

28-05-2015 

 Meeting of the Committee on introduction of PSU Cadre Hierarchy: 

BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi issued letter regarding holding of the Meeting 

of the Committee reconstituted on introduction of PSU Cadre Hierarchy at 15.00 

Hrs on 28th May, 2015 at the Conference Hall of 8th Floor, Bharat Sanchar 

Bhawan.   <<<Click here for letter>>> 

28-05-2015 

GS writes to Shri Anupam Srivastava, Chairman-Cum- Managing Director, BSNL 

regarding Undue delay in Finalization of new JTO –RR- 2014/15 and Regularization of 

Officiating JTOs- Reluctance of the BSNL Board to endorse formal approval.   
 


